
Salary Survey 2008
a measure of success



This report intends to provide accurate, informative and detailed information 

about the remuneration packages, including salary and benefits, currently 

offered to qualified and part qualified accountants within the Surrey and  

South West London marketplace.

The findings are taken from a review of compensation packages across a range 

of organisations from SMEs to FTSE 100 companies, and are supplemented 

by candidate information provided to Walker Dendle, coupled with our own 

perception of the market.

Across Surrey and South West London the commercial sector offers a diverse 

range of opportunities for candidates, but it is the war for talent which is 

steering the market. At the present time, the market is particularly candidate 

driven and demand for specific skills and qualification is outstripping supply.  

As a consequence, businesses in all sectors are becoming more aggressive 

and competitive when it comes to attracting and retaining the best talent. 

Furthermore, the candidate shortage has resulted in employers hunting for 

aptitude and potential rather than recruiting strictly on qualification and  

specific experience. With this in mind, it is clear that an accountant in the 

commercial sector has an unparalleled choice, with top-tier candidates able  

and eager to demand more in terms of salary, benefits and career development.
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Permanent Qualified

The permanent market over the last 12 months has seen a distinct shift in priorities. With 
qualified accountants continuing to drive the marketplace across all disciplines there has 
been some notable movement in the skills being recruited for.

Previous high demand from clients for compliance accounting skills has cooled, with 
more traditional reporting, financial and management accounting expertise featuring 
significantly as essential criteria across SMEs and FTSE organisations. The market has 
also experienced a shift towards internationalisation of roles resulting in high demand for 
European and international accounting experience.

Large corporations are introducing ‘Business Structures’ focusing which requires 
accounting professionals with strong business partnering skills, utilising both reporting 
and commercial ability and this trend has continued to drive salaries upwards across  
the qualified market. The skills shortage also highlights the requirement for organisations 
to accelerate their recruitment processes to avoid losing talent to the competition.

Employers in Surrey and South West London have continued to offer a positive work 
life balance to professional accountants with flexible benefits and working practices  
becoming increasingly prevalent in attracting candidates from the competition. 

Permanent Part Qualified

The market continues to present a challenge for hiring organisations in 2008. High demand 
versus deficiency in supply has fuelled salaries significantly over the past 12 months. A major 
contributing factor to this salary boost is the amplification in the earnings of newly qualifieds, 
attracting clients to part qualified accountants and, in doing do, further stimulating demand. 
This added attention has resulted in a marked shift in part qualifieds commanding high 
salaries and attractive benefits traditionally associated with their qualified colleagues.
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Whilst candidates’ expectations remain high, sometimes venturing into unrealistic territory, it is 
imperative that salary expectations are managed effectively as opposed to ‘talked up’. The current 
market is strong for part qualified professionals, but this won’t necessarily retain the status quo 
and, if expectations are not managed well, candidates are at risk of pricing themselves out of 
differing market conditions.

Temporary, Contract & Interim

The skills shortage for experienced temps and interims is biting hard in 2008. In addition to 
the circumstances traditionally described for the use of contractors, many essential permanent 
roles are now covered by interim staff. The availability of ‘temp to perm’ candidates has also  
diminished, as candidates seeking permanent employment receive multiple permanent offers 
and therefore do not need to consider temporary work. Temps, therefore, come from a stock of 
professional interim or project managers and overseas accountants on short or long term visas.  
This in turn has pushed prices upwards, as these candidates tend to be highly skilled and 
experienced. The increase in paid holiday for temporary workers has raised prices by a further  
2% – with a further increase set to come into effect in April 2009.

The current disparity between candidate expectations and client cost expectations is the biggest 
challenge for the interim finance market. The market for quality candidates is challenging and, as a 
result, rates have become inflated. Contract rates can no longer be equated to permanent salaries 
and, whilst this may change in line with the economic climate, the premium the end user will need 
to pay is at a peak.

However, outlay is not just the basic salary. When budgeting for a temporary hire it is important to 
take into account all of the statutory liabilities and benefits incurred when appointing permanent 
staff. For example: basic salary, holiday pay (10.17%), national insurance (12.8%) and sick pay, 
plus benefits etc. Take all of these into account and the cost of appointing a temporary or interim 
candidate becomes a lot more transparent and cost effective.
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Top CIMA

Strategic Level (3 papers)

Managerial Level (6 papers)

Permanent Basic Salary Range 
Per Annum (£)

Part Qualified CIMA

Level

Top CIMA 

Strategic Level (3 papers) 

Managerial Level (6 papers)

38,000 – 42,000

34,000 – 38,000

22,000 – 34,000
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Professional Level (5 papers)

Fundamentals Level (9 papers)

Permanent Basic Salary Range 
Per Annum (£)

Part Qualified ACCA

Level

Professional Level (5 papers) 

Fundamentals Level (9 papers) 

32,000 – 42,000

22,000 – 32,000
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Qualified with 3 to 5 years PQE

Qualified with 1 to 3 years PQE

Newly Qualified (or Passed Finalist)

Permanent Basic Salary Range 
Per Annum (£)

Qualified Finance Roles

Level

ACA /CIMA/ACCA Qualified with 3 to 5 years Post Qualification Experience 

ACA /CIMA/ACCA Qualified with 1 to 3 years Post Qualification Experience 

Newly Qualified (or Passed Finalist)

55,000 – 70,000

50,000 – 60,000

42,000 – 50,000
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Finance Director

Financial Controller

Financial Planning and Analysis Manager

Finance Manager

Senior Accountant

Permanent Basic Salary Range 
Per Annum (£)

Senior Finance Roles

Position

Finance Director (including Group & Divisional levels and Head of Audit) 

Financial Controller (including Group level & Head of Finance) 

Financial Planning & Analysis Manager (including Commercial Manager
& Business Controller)

Finance Manager

Senior Accountant (including Group Roles & Internal Audit)

80,000 – 100,000

55,000 – 80,000

50,000 – 80,000

50,000 – 65,000

50,000 – 65,000



Benefits packages are at the discretion of employers, but the skills shortage means that 
candidates are placing increasing importance on benefits when job offers are on the table.

Common benefits include:

n    Employer pension – schemes range from basic employer contribution  
to final salary pension schemes

n   Share options

n   Bonuses based on company and personal performance

n   Season ticket loan

n   Private health care, which can extend to the employee’s family members

n   Dental care and eye tests

n   Life insurance at varying levels

n   Opportunity to purchase increased holiday

n   Car allowance

n   Flexible hours

n   Gym membership

n   Subsidised canteen/meals

n   Childcare vouchers

n   Study support

n   Discounted products/schemesBe
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